UPDATES TO HOOSE LIBRARY -- CHECK IT OUT FOR FINALS

We have added more seating at the Philosophy Library as well as 2 computer terminals for USC students, faculty, and staff to use to look up library resources!

PRETEND TO BE A TIME TRAVELER DAY

Pretend to be a Time Traveler Day is December 8!

Celebrate by checking out our December Exhibit on time travel and
UPCOMING EVENTS AND RESEARCH AWARD PARTICIPATION

**Bunraku Ningyo Awakenings: A Performance by Kanroku and Mokugu-sha**

Experience traditional Japanese puppet theatre in a rare performance outside of Japan by renowned bunraku ningyo performer Kanroku and his company, Mokugu-sha. Taking inspiration from antique bunraku puppets from the USC Libraries’ East Asian Library, Kanroku and Mokugu-sha will create a special piece for the USC community.

**Event Date:** January 11, 2019  
**RSVP Date:** December 3, 2018

Learn more and RSVP [HERE](#).

**USC Libraries Research Award**

The award recognizes excellence and creativity in the use of USC Libraries’ research collections and services. Undergraduate and graduate students are invited to submit papers or projects they have completed at USC in a for-credit class or through independent study during the spring, summer, or fall semesters of 2018.

The deadline for submissions is **January 25, 2019.**

Learn more about the Award and Submission Requirements [HERE](#).

An exhibition documenting the experience of a Jewish American soldier in World War II Europe through is now on display through February 15, 2019, in Doheny Library's first-floor Treasure Room. *From the Battle in France to the Liberation of Germany* features letters and rare
CHECK OUT THIS NEW COURSE!

**From the USC Office of Religious Life's Newsletter, Religiosity**

FREE BOOK CART

Check out our Free Book Carts on the
USC Hoose Library of Philosophy is now on Instagram! Check out photographs of the library and Mudd Hall and learn about new displays and events by clicking the link below and following us! Use the hashtags #uscphilolibrary, #studyinthemudd, #hooselibraryofphilosophy to connect!

Attention: We have a new Instagram account! Click the button below or search for @uscphilolibrary to follow!

Instagram USC Philosophy Library